23 October 2020
To whom it may concern:
Re: MODENA OneSolve – Vault Implementation
Waco Africa has been partnering with MODENA OneSolve for many years now and it is with
great comfort that I am writing to recommend their services. As a Group we rely heavily on
MODENA OneSolve for all our Autodesk related requirements – anything from advice and
training to licensing and customization of strategic implementations.
With the whole world being turned upside down due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we too had to
adapt and change our business processes to ensure sustainability. One of these changes
entailed that our Technical staff would be permanently working from home, which came with its
own unique challenges. Working from a multitude of geographical locations, at the same time
and (often) on the same project, meant that we had to find and implement a solution which
would enable all our staff to share and work on the same set of data from anywhere in the
world. Not only was collaboration a key aspect, but we were also looking at improving our
efficiencies and controlling (or rather mitigating) our risks much better.
MODENA OneSolve to the rescue! After our initial discussions with the Modena team, the guys
quickly put a proposal together for us, which not only addressed all our requirements, but were
also very reasonably priced. They did an excellent job. There were no issues when we had to
move things around or change some functionalities. They were always there to help us
throughout the entire implementation process, as well as (very importantly) afterwards, to assist
us with the change management and roll-out to our staff.
The MODENA team had all the required expertise and product knowledge to ensure a hugely
successful project. The project timelines, costs and deliverables were all met in spite of some
very challenging and disruptive circumstances – testimony to their dedication and excellent
work ethic.
I'm happy to recommend the services of MODENA OneSolve. Please feel free to contact me
should you require any additional information or verification.
Sincerely,

Otto Botha
Director

